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and improve his spare time can get to the top* That's the
American way, and it's as true today as it ever was/* Sniff-
ing the springtime of recovery, many an elder American
turned instinctively to the sarsaparilla of self-reliance* Such
folk remarked that nobody ever got to the top "by working
forty hours a week/' Dale Carnegie's How to Win Friends
and Influence People, published in 1936 and destined to be
the nonfiction best seller to the tune of eventually three mil-
lion copies, came like a breath of inspirational salesmanship
wafted down the years from Timothy Shay Arthur and
Orison Swett Marden. And in this year the National Associa-
tion of Manufacturers sponsored a series- of movie shorts,
scoring "isms" and the rising cost of boondoggling, denying
that machines destroy more jobs than they create and, above
all, upholding the prestige of the Constitution,
The Republican leaders, assembling in Cleveland, discov-
ered their bond of unity in the words of Senator Arthur H.
Vandenberg: "I belong to but one bloc and it has but one
slogan—stop Roosevelt/' Their platform, however, betrayed
significant concessions to the New Deal's concept of the serv-
ice state* While looking to "the energy, self-reliance and char-
acter of our people" as the bulwark of economic security, the
G. O. P. granted society's duty "to promote the security of
the people by affording some measure of protection against
involuntary unemployment and dependency in old age" and
called upon the federal government to set standards for state
systems and match funds for old-age pensions. Furthermore,
"the necessities of life must be provided for the needy/'
though with sharper separation of public works from relief
and of politics from relief, with the main responsibility for
the latter falling upon nonpolitical local agencies. The farmer
should be aided with benefit payments for soil conservation,
abundant credit, the retirement of nonproductive land and
federal encouragement of cooperative marketing. Labor was
promised collective bargaining "without interference from
any source/' including bureaucrats. The platform also

